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Goal

Measures and effects of interest

Discover relationships and properties of gaze capturing
events in complex environments.
Place gaze capturing events on a context dependent mapwith context :

PositionColor & TextureTask...
Measure awareness of GCEimpact

Implicit versus Explicit detectionAttention shift versus gaze shift

3D Tunnel Method
Dual Task :

Navigation task
Subjects navigate through a tunnel (using a joystick) where theypick up objects along their navigation path.

Change detection task
Subjects are asked to report changes of targets locatedon the walls of the tunnel.

Properties of the primary and secondary task are altered to
improve the effeciency of GCE's and compare their impact.

Variable properties

colors shapes orientation texture level of detail

overlay moment of change onset style

static vs dynamic pickup vs avoid

present vs onset GCE primes

shape

texture

Gaze capturing events Navigation targets Environment

...
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Measuring and shaping
virtual navigation taskin a

 during fixation
e.g. after x millesecondsfixation on navigation target

versus
 during saccade

e.g. when saccade is near,towards or away from GCE

Using same :
Shape | Color | Texture | LOD | ...

as GCE at specific timepoint & location and for aspecific duration.

Navigation
 number of navigation targets hits
 collisions with the tunnel sides
 length of followed path
 total navigation time
 variability of joystick position

GCE detection
 IMPLICIT

latency and direction of saccades
(present in eye movement data)

 EXPLICIT
speed and accuracy detectionresponse (e.g. joystick button & selection of CGE
location)

Compare GCE models
 Saliency map models
 GCE features
 Priming techniques
 ...

Detection x environment

A B C
60% 40% 80%

 And combinations : B followed by C = xx%

Grouping
shape color

position

t+1tt = t+1

GCE x eccentricity

fixation zone

zone A : LOD

zone B : color

zone C : shape

zone D : position

Change in functional FOV

fixation zone

5xn NTs [NTs = Navigation Targets]

3xn NTs

n NTs

0 NTs

dt A dt B dt A

change a property
if necessary




